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PreCalculus: Chapter 6 Problems 

  

    

    

1. Jimmy is flying from Detroit to Milwaukee (approximately 300 miles & "Boy, are his arms tired!") to 
pick up cheese, guitar strings, and bratwurst. How's that for an exciting spring break? He starts his 
flight 150  to the north off-course and flies in this direction for 75 miles. How far is he from 
Milwaukee? 
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2. A triangular plot of land (Kate's New & Improved Ruby Red Rose Garden) has two sides that have 
lengths of 400 feet and 600 feet. The meas'urement of the angle between those sides is 46 degrees. 
Find its perimeter & area. 
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1/4 N•61341 For her spring break, Jessica is going to explore the infamous ermuda Triangle." Her trip will take 
her from Miami to San Juan (about 1,100 miles) then to Bermuda (about 1,050 miles) and back to 
Miami (about 1,000 miles). Find the area of the region bounded by her path. 
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4. A young man who shall remain nameless (CF) was dancing around on his toes, did not watch where 
he was going, and inadvertently fell into a well that is 45 ft. deep and slants at an angle of 78° from 
the horizontal. John is digging a rescue tunnel 50 ft. from the opening of the well. 
At what angle (from the horizontal) should John dig the tunnel? 
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5. From a point 180 feet from a flagpole, the angles of elevation to the bottom and top of the flag are 

16° and 18° respectively. Approximate the height of the flag to the nearest foot (not gie distance 

from the ground). 
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6. Use the given information to solve the triangle and then find its arëa. 
nearest hundredth.) 6 
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